
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  

 
   
  
 

HIGHLIGHTS 
• Refugee influx from South 

Sudan continues with over 

15,600 people crossing the 

border between 4-17 June, 

according to UNHCR. 

• Aid agencies continue to 

assist some 23,000 IDPs in 

Saiyah administrative unit in 

Mellit locality, North Darfur. 

• People displaced from 

Central Darfur’s Funga Suk 

area of North Jebel Marra 

locality to IDP camps in 

Zalingei need assistance. 

• In Blue Nile, an estimated 

8,600 people fled their 

homes due to fighting in the 

Wedabok area, Bau locality, 

according to HAC.  

• In Central Darfur, some 320 

IDPs who fled North Jebel 

Marra and took refuge in 

Zalingei IDP camps need aid. 

FIGURES 
Displaced 
people  in Sudan 

3.1 
million  

IDPs in Darfur                               
(to date) 

2.5 
million 

GAM burden 2 million 

Refugees in 
Sudan 
(excluding S. 
Sudanese) 
(UNHCR) 
 

168,000 

South Sudanese  
refugees in 
Sudan - since 15 
Dec 2013 
(UNHCR) 

172,784 

FUNDING 

1.04 billion 
requested in 2015 (US$) 
 

   

33%  
reported funding 
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About 9,200 South Sudanese refugees arrive in the 
Kharasana area, West Kordofan State 
The influx of South Sudanese refugees into Sudan continues.  Between 4 – 17 June, over 
15,600 people crossed into Sudan, of whom nearly 9,200 have arrived in Kharasana, 
West Kordofan State, according to the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR). Refugees 
continue to arrive in Kharasana at a rate of 100 – 150 people a day. Those arriving are in 
poor physical condition, having had little or no food and water on the journey. Nearly 
7,000 of the new arrivals are children, of whom 3,496 are children under age five. 

Response to needs of South Sudanese in Kharasana, West Kordofan 

Aid organisations are providing humanitarian assistance to South Sudanese refugees 
who entered West Kordofan over the past week. According to a recent inter-agency 
assessment mission conducted in the Kharasana area of Keilak locality between 15-17 
June, an estimated 9,200 refugees have arrived in the area. The mission included 
representatives from the UN Children’s Agency (UNICEF), UNHCR, the World Food 
Programme (WFP), the International Organization for Migration (IOM), the World Health 
Organization (WHO) and the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). 
The needs of the newly arrived refugees are food, emergency shelter and household 
supplies as well as water, health and sanitation services, according to the mission. The 
refugees are currently taking shelter in an oil company compound, in school buildings, 
and in market shelters. Some are being hosted by other South Sudanese refugees who 
arrived last year, while many others are living in open areas and under trees, according to 
the mission.  
The Government’s Humanitarian Aid Commission (HAC) and local authorities have 
allocated land for a planned refugee reception centre in Kharasana. UNCHR will transport 
construction materials to the area once they receive permits. Permit delays are also 
hampering the transportation of water, sanitation and hygiene supplies from El Fula, West 
Kordofan. Aid organisations have raised these permit issues and the importance of 
conducive operating conditions with the relevant authorities.  
The refugees lost most of their possessions and sources of livelihood in their areas of 
origin, including cattle, and have been selling what little they have to buy food. The host 
community is poor and cannot support this influx of refugees, the mission report states. 
The refugees will receive one-month food rations regardless of whether their intentions 
are to remain in Kharasana or proceed to other areas in the country; Kharasana is a 
known transit point for the South Sudanese refugees who travel to other areas of Sudan. 
The refugees will also receive emergency shelter and household supplies.  
There are many unaccompanied and separated children among the Kharasana refugees, 
with 147 identified during the preliminary registration, some of whom are below five years 
of age. The mission recommended immediate outreach activities to identify relatives, next 
of kin or community members for the unaccompanied and separated children. 
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Kharasana has three water yards that are managed by the local community. All the water 
yards are functioning but they are far away from the areas where the refugees have 
settled. A nearby oil mining company transports six to seven barrels of water to the 
refugees each day. The hygiene and sanitation conditions are very poor and there are not 
enough latrines.  
In addition, HAC South Kordofan has reported the arrival of about 247 refugee families 
(about 1,300 people) in Abu Jubaiha locality. Aid agencies have yet to determine the 
needs of these people. Also, WFP distributed a total of 11.87 metric tons (MT) of food to 
South Sudanese refugees in the state. The refugees received an average of 46 kilos of 
sorghum, oil and salt to cover the rainy season (June, July, August).  

Response to needs of South Sudanese refugees in White Nile State 

The rainy season has begun in White Nile State, two weeks prior to expectations, and 
heavy showers have started to affect humanitarian access. A flash storm in the second 
week of June caused damage to communal shelters and disrupted basic services within 
the refugee sites in both Jabalain and Al Salam localities, according to UNHCR. Aid 
organisations continue to provide humanitarian assistance to the South Sudanese 
refugees in White Nile State.   
WFP distributed two-month food rations to 68,919 refugees in the state and the 
supplementary nutrition programmes in the state are ongoing. In total, 22 MT of super 
cereal – a highly fortified blend of maize and soy flour with dairy protein – was distributed 
to 3,226 children under five years old and 455 pregnant and lactating women in the seven 
refugee sites in White Nile State.  
Emergency household supplies are being distributed to an estimated 3,500 refugees who 
arrived in the country before 15 May and to some 4,000 families (about 20,000 people) 
targeted for rehabilitation across all refugee sites. 
As of 17 June, about 172,800 South Sudanese refugees have arrived in Sudan since 
fighting erupted in South Sudan in mid-December 2013, according to UNHCR. This is 
more than 50 per cent of the total refugee population in the country.  
The 2015 South Sudan Regional Refugee Response Plan was launched on 17 
December 2014. Inter-agency requirements for Sudan amount to USD $152.1 million for 
the 196,000 South Sudanese refugees anticipated in Sudan by end of year. As of 13 
May, the response plan had received $17.89 million, only 12 per cent covered. 

WFP distributed food 
aid to some 69,000 
South Sudanese 
refugees in White 
Nile State 
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Aid agencies respond to the needs of some 23,000 
displaced people in Mellit locality   

Aid agencies continue to assist 
some 23,000 displaced people who 
were registered by IOM, across 11 
villages in North Darfur’s Saiyah 
administrative unit in Mellit locality. 
These people fled their homes due 
to inter-tribal fighting between the 
Berti and Zayadia tribes in February. 
Findings from an inter-agency 
mission conducted in April identified 
the needs of these people as food, 
emergency shelter and household 
supplies, rehabilitation or upgrade of 
existing water facilities, support for 
health facilities and the disposal of unexploded ordnance (UXO) in the area.  
On 12 June, UNHCR through the local NGO Sustainable Action Group (SAG) completed 
the distribution of emergency shelter and household supplies to 191 displaced families 
(an estimated 1,000 people) in the Saiyah area whose houses were burnt down during 
conflict.   
On 16 June, WFP through the international NGO German Agro Action (GAA) started 
distributing one-month emergency food rations (207.3 MT of cereals and pulses) to cover 
the needs of the 23,000 displaced people. Additionally, 9.09 MT of Plumpy Nut (a ready-
to-use food for the treatment of malnutrition) was sent to benefit 6,549 children under five 
as well as lactating and pregnant women.  
The State Ministry of Health (SMoH) plans to construct 110 latrines in Saiyah and 77 in 
Makasi village to meet sanitation needs. Construction material was already sent to both 
locations. The Government’s Department for Water and Sanitation (WES) will upgrade 
the hand pump in Makasi village to a mini water yard thus being able to extend the water 
pipelines to reach areas where displaced people have settled. 

Some 8,600 IDPs flee Wad Abok in Blue Nile 
On 14 June, HAC and national NGOs conducted a mission to Blue Nile’s Bau locality to 
assess and verify the needs of people displaced there due to fighting between 
government forces and the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement – North (SPLM-N) in 
the Wedabok area. According to the mission findings, an estimated 8,600 people fled 
Wedabok. Of these people, 4,000 fled to Kambo Kamis, Khor Aldalib and Khor Albokas 
villages in Bau locality and the remaining estimated 3,600 people fled to Guli town in Al 
Tadamon locality. The people in Gulli town are in urgent need of food assistance, while 
those in Kambo Kamis, Khor Aldalib and Khor Albokas are in need of food, water and 
emergency household supplies. 
In response to the needs of the estimated 4,000 people displaced in Kambo Kamis, Khor 
Aldalib and Khor Albokas villages, the Sudanese Red Crescent Society (SRCS) has 
provided emergency shelter and household supplies to some 2,500 people (500 families). 
According to HAC and the SRCS, the security situation is returning to normal in the 
Wedabok area and displaced people are starting to return to their home villages. Thus, 
recommendations from the mission include assisting the displaced people with the return 
home, and once there, assisting them with emergency shelter and household supplies for 
those whose homes have been destroyed or damaged as well as providing health and 
water services.   
Meanwhile, aid organisations continue to advocate with local and federal authorities to 
enhance operating conditions in the state for international humanitarian organisations. 

Aid agencies 
continue to assist 
some 23,000 IDPs in 
Saiyah 
administrative unit in 
Mellit locality, North 
Darfur 

New IDPs arriving in Saiyah, Mellit locality, North Darfur (UN) 

Some 3,600 people 
who fled Wedabok to 
Gulli town in Al 
Tadamon locality are 
in urgent need of 
food assistance 
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IDPs arrive in Zalingei from North Jebel Marra 
An inter-agency assessment mission identified about 320 displaced people from Central 
Darfur’s Funga Suk area of North Jebel Marra locality that have arrived in the Hasahisa 
and Hameedia internally displaced persons (IDP) camps in Zalingei. The displaced 
people are in need of food, emergency household and shelter supplies as well as health, 
nutrition, water and sanitation services. These people started arriving in the camps in 
early June, fleeing recurring clashes between government forces and armed groups in 
their home areas between January – May 2015.  
The inter-agency assessment mission was conducted between 15-16 June, and included 
OCHA, UNHCR, WFP and the international NGOs Norwegian Church Aid (NCA), Danish 
Refugee Council (DRC) and Save the Children – Sweden (SC-S). According to the 
displaced people, they initially took refuge in the mountains and small villages 
surrounding Rokero town in Central Darfur for almost four months. During that time, they 
had very little food and they decided to move to the Zalingei IDP camps for protection and 
assistance. They lost all their possessions when fleeing their homes.    
This new influx brings the total number of newly displaced people from the Jebel Marra 
area arriving in Zalingei IDP camps since January 2015 to some 1,800 people. An 
estimated 1,400 of these people have received food and emergency shelter and 
household supplies. According to aid organisations, the influx of displaced people from 
North Jebel Marra is likely to continue due to insecurity and restrictions on access for aid 
organisations. 

Child protection activities in South Darfur 
In early June, the Child Protection Working Group in South Darfur undertook an in-depth 
needs assessment mission to South Darfur’s Tullus, Dimsu and Katayla localities. This 
was in response to the recommendations of an inter-agency mission conducted in the 
areas in April when an estimated 1,800 people were displaced due to fighting between 
the Falata and Salamat tribes in March.  
The mission found that there was a large number of UXO in the localities. These UXO 
pose a great risk for the local population, especially to children. According to the mission 
findings, on 11 June three children were injured when a UXO exploded in Khor Shaman 
village, Katayla locality. Furthermore, farmers in Dimsu locality have been unable to 
cultivate their land due to the prevalence of UXO. In response, a team from the National 
Mine Action Centre (NMAC) and UNAMID Office for Disposal of Ordnance (ODO) are 
working to clear the area of UXO, having already collected 350 UXO as of 9 June. 
Organisations specialising in child protection and community-based child protection 
networks have also started mine risk education programmes and referral of mine 
explosion victims.  

Partners respond to health concerns in N. Darfur  
According to the North Darfur SMoH, as of 17 June, 37 cases of Acute Jaundice 
Syndrome (AJS) have been reported in the state since the outbreak began in April 2015. 
Of these cases, 31 were reported in Zamzam IDP camp, four in Tawila locality, and two in 
El Sireaf locality. Furthermore, four samples taken from these 37 cases also tested 
positive for Hepatitis E. In response, health partners have started strengthening health 
promotion activities, including health education on Hepatitis E and intensifying efforts to 
improve water quality.  
The second round of the measles vaccination campaign led by the SMoH with support 
from WHO, UNICEF and agencies working in health assistance is set for 21-28 June. The 
campaign will target all localities in the state except for El Sireaf and Saraf Omra, which 
have already had a vaccination campaign. Alongside the vaccination campaign, health 
agencies will also employ other efforts to control the outbreak. These include, 
strengthening the surveillance system, improved case management and health promotion 
and community mobilisation. Joint teams from SMoH and WHO continue to investigate 
areas where new suspected cases are reported. 

In South Darfur’s 
Dimsu locality, 
NMAC and UNAMID 
ODO have cleared 
350 UXOs from 
farms 
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